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no time to read?
jump to slide #7!

About the company: Getrealprice performs data aggregation
and further processing using own legal software.

IN SHORT
Since 2014 Getrealprice has been providing data for:
- Internet shops;
- Brands;
- Marketing researchers;
- Research centres;
- Neural networks training.

Solutions and customers

About the company: Getrealprice performs data aggregation
and further processing using their own software.

Solutions and customers

Getrealprice works with well known businesses and realises all
Example:
their necessities.
What do we do:
Poland + all EU

Resources:

2 Intel Xeon servers with 256 GB
worth of RAM, 5 selenium servers,
20 farm nodes for parsing
16 developers,
65 operators,
67 KW per hour

Daily price monitoring on 55 competitors in Europe. Price
control on over 3000 of Wildberries’ suppliers, 30 inner
ordering customers work in the Getrealprice system every day.

What technologies:
The Getrealprice: Farm parsing technologies, protection and
blockages bypass technologies, captcha solutions, server
rendering to imitate human behaviour. ~ 100 parsers.
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and further processing using their own software.

Powers
x2 super-servers
62 powerful 32-thread servers, about 20
common 24-thread servers

50

x
50 LTE proxies pool

15

x
Microcomputer farm for the most
complicated tasks

8000

x
6000 to 10000 proxy-servers are
used each month

15

x
Extremely experienced developers
ready to solve any task in a creative
manner
x

15
Own GPU powers for neural network
training, including adapted
generative ones with large RAM
capacity (12+ GB)
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Technologies
Parsing everything

Traffic management

By March, 2020 any site can be parsed
by us, including the highly protected
amazon.de or idealo.at.

We manage the request traffic, database load,
conversion and requests. The Getrealprice
parsing methods are delicate and impose no
great load on the resources.

Emulation of human
behavior
Our robots can adapt for human
behaviour regarding the listing
algorithm, uploading content/statics
from one IP and smart captcha solution
even through multiple gateways.

Own software and database
WIPO registered

what for do we use
that technologies?

About the company: Getrealprice performs data aggregation
and further processing using their own software.

Main

For online stores:

There are many different online stores in the world.
They all sell different goods.
Some of the products in different online stores match.
We find such products and begin to monitor its price.
We also deliver data for:

-

Online stores
Brands
Marketing researchers
Neural network educators
Research centres

How it looks >>

How it looks:
Getrealprice customers get matched daily (identical) products in
the form of convenient tables in Getrealprice app or in regular daily
reports. The way it looks like:

How it looks:
Getrealprice matches same SKU between marketplaces and keeps
price history for years:

How it looks:
Getrealprice matches
same SKU between
marketplaces even if the
product description and
images are different:

Lamoda
KupiVip

Ozon

W20070279222, Кроссовки SPEED
ACER 2 19310402 СЕРЫЙ

178141528, Кроссовки PUMA
Speed 300 Racer 2

10727466, Кроссовки SPEED 300 RACER 2, PUMA

How it looks:
Getrealprice
matches same SKU
between
marketplaces and
keeps price history
for years - example
of tracking price
since Jan 2015
till May 2021

How it looks:
Getrealprice makes matches of same or similar items and available
to control RSP (recommended sales price) daily.

Who uses this
Getrealprice customers:
- web-shops and marketplaces
- goods producers controlling the SRP
- world brands controlling the presence of their goods
- internet shops with a modern price strategy
Our clients for 2019-2021 - large businesses and longterm agreements of price monitoring
2 years of
monitoring

2 years of
monitoring

4 years of
monitoring

4 years of
monitoring

6 years of
monitoring

4 years of
monitoring

1 years of
monitoring
5 years of
monitoring

1 years of
monitoring

2 years of
monitoring

How does it work
The prices from internet shops are being gathered by specialised robots (parsers).

Getrealprice gathers information on more than 10.000.000 prices for different clients each day.
The sites are protected from data collection, otherwise it would be easy to gather the prices
and all companies would do it.
Getrealprice can by pass the existing data collection protections
without extra load on internet shops.
Example: how does the complicated parser imitating human behavior and solving captchas of all versions bypassing Inpapsula level parsing
protections work: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-wH39x_o2rQ

For the clients there is no difference
and no necessity to deal with
protection details on the sites, all the
prices are always kept up to date.
Technologies + competence of
Getrealprice merely deliver the data.

What is the geography of monitoring
Any geography.
Around the World: Any country + any cities of the country

Example: monitoring
prices for Knauf
products in all cities
east Europe web

Shall we simplify the work?
The new Getrealprice interface has become smart and is now capable of suggesting
solutions, working according to the principle of ‘route computer’ for your business:

Revaluation of 1 good is required due to a large difference (-401 RUR, 106%) from the analogue. Or change analogue
Change of the crossed out price to the price in accordance diapason from 499 to 399-479 is required. Change price

Goods with attributes to be set: +1009. Set attributes or postpone
3103 new goods added, 72 of which compete with your goods. Learn more or react

Cases
Where: Dusseldorf
When: 2014-today
What do we do:
Weekly update of prices in 5 countries, 6 competitors, over
400000 goods.The results are transmitted directly to OBI
Conditions
database
via API hidden due to NDA
(https://ru.getrealprice.com/cases/GRP_API_ENG.pdf)

Where: Lille
When: 2016-today
What do we do:
The monitoring is set for 3 departments, jointly over 30
users, price monitoring for all the good groups, setting
analogues, 40 competitors and more than 100 brands
total.
Where: Moscow When: 2015-today What do we do:
Monitoring of sale of the brand goods in marketplaces,
monitoring of promotional offers and shop-windows with
weekly reports, SketchFinder technology, classification
(good-by-good matching of assortment) with more than 30
internet-shops

Part I Overall:

What do we offer?
We offer to connect to our system of price monitoring in online stores. We will
monitor the price increase and in case of exceeding the specified indicators,
availability, retirement or appearance of goods and report about it. We provide price
data in the form of a Personal Account in WebApp and reports, or we can send a
video signal to any TV / monitor in the world connected to the Internet.

How do we do it?
We use robots ‘go’ to the online store and write out prices for all goods. After that,
our employees organise the information so that the price of each product is visible
for all online stores from monitoring. This is because the same products are called
differently in different online stores and you need to compare them.

Part I Overall:
After the connection with the monitoring you will receive a daily updated information
on prices for goods in internet shops any area in the World. First of all, we provide
such information - it’s a matched items table with daily updated prices and stock.

Price rise!

Price rise!

Price rise!

Price rise!

Price rise!

Installation of Price
monitoring is a global
advantage

2022 year is a good time for one more
step to digitalisation in terms of world
e-commerce with Getrealprice!

Part II – Additional Technologies For You

Part II
New Products from Getrealprice
OPTIONAL TO READ

Getrealprice technology - MarketPrice
Marketprice(™) is a new development by Getrealprice
company for efficient automatised management of
goods prices in e-commerce. The automation functions
on the basis of Getrealprice price monitoring and
defines the price of the good by itself.

1 Marketprice replaces up to 16 employees of your company

Others’ supplies
run empty

Save and track

Adjustment to the
market price has
begun

Others have resupplied

Adjustment to the
market price has
begun

Automation launch
April 2018

For advertising materials, random changes were made to the price data

March
2019

Neural networks to create new product designs
Getrealprice Neural Network
can create product designs

Examples:
Look at these images: despite the
fact that they seem to us quite
ordinary store sweaters, they were
created by a neural network and
such models do not exist in nature.

Neural networks for industrial search of similar (faces, goods, items)
Getrealprice can find similar goods or quickly compare
faces, search for similar logos or package designs. Besides,
we can find similar entities in different received images. This
is what our technology Sketchfinder(™) is based on.

The new technology that helps you know how will the good be
sold based on the incoming images only!

Calculation on a new
image takes
approximately 2
minutes

No limitations: use the
network as many times as
you like

Paint by hand or on computer
or borrow them from the
suppliers’ models

Getrealprice technology - Getrealprice Farm

A Getrealprice Farm(™) is a set of fast servers for a fullscale traffic generation and a good alternative for such
resources as Crawlera, SOAX, GeoSurf.

Getrealprice technology - Price Tv

Office price Tv is an office television for your company with a
translation of the company’s current state on the market

While we still have
time, pay attention to
our daily rates. When
will you leave the red
zone in X
departments?

About time
they fix
something
in the first
two
departments
!

Once I’m back from
this meeting, I’ll put
in new goods for the
monitoring

Good thing I
did the
revaluations in
the Getrealprice
system last
week!

I have
everything
under control,
let them all
see that!

Thank you for your
attention and we will be
happy to cooperate!
Request Test Access:

Tel: + 371 (258) 92 175, +7 495 225 86 55
mail@getrealprice.com
Ventspils, High Technology Park, 1.

mail@getrealprice.com

